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The ZeroNorth story: technology enabled decarbonisation
ZeroNorth is a maritime technology company that is using data and digital platforms to drive
decarbonisation in the maritime sector.
Our platform turns a wide array of existing vessel, market and environmental data into actions that
ship owners and operators can make on vessel speed, route, and when, where and what to refuel. The
impact of these actions is clearly displayed in terms of both dollars and CO2.

Our approach

Our platform (and Optimise software) converts data into tangible actions
and dollars and reduces CO2 emissions for the benefit of the shipping
industry, and wider world. By connecting multiple data points across a
single interface, the software interprets data to generate thousands of
potential recommendations to optimise voyage plans and increase
earnings. Shipping needs the right blend of advanced technological
solutions combined with the guiding hand of human expertise to maintain
competitivity while reducing emissions.

Customer growth
Already, ZeroNorth has 13 tramp
shipping companies and over 1,600
vessels committed to using Optimise,
including industry leaders Maersk
Tankers and Cargill.

ZeroNorth in Numbers

Customer impact
In its first twelve months, our platform
increased customer net earnings by over
US$50 million through reduced fuel costs.

Growing our team
ZeroNorth now employs almost 70
people from 16 different countries and
a range of backgrounds, including
maritime experts, software developers,
business and technical experts.

The ZeroNorth platform
We have created a platform that breaks down data silos in shipping and that turns data into actions.
Our software makes use of third-party information such as weather data, AIS positions and bunker
prices to create its recommendations on optimal operating speeds and ETAs for a vessel’s
destination. Unlike other cost or fuel efficiency solutions, there is little-to-no capex barrier or vessel
downtime for the implementation of digital solutions and the technology can be easily iterated.

Building an ecosystem

To support shipping’s decarbonisation, we knew that we had to build the
industry’s most informed ecosystem of data providers and partners.
We’re working with big names in shipping data and tech, including Veson

Nautical, Spire Global, Chartworld and the Baltic Exchange.

A market experiencing change
The global maritime industry faces an urgent need to
decarbonise. It’s responsible for 2% of global emissions but
doesn’t fall under the scope of the Paris Agreement.
With decarbonisation no longer an option for companies
looking to survive the next decade, and COP26 set to lead to
more stringent environmental regulation in shipping, change
must happen today.
It needs short-, medium- and long-term solutions to cut carbon
emissions and to do this profitably. We believe that data-driven
technology is part of the solution.

How can new digital tools be used
or developed and create new
opportunities?
The challenges of decarbonisation will require clean
technologies, alternative zero carbon fuels and, as another
crucial element, a more intelligent use of data and
technology
• Unlock and underpin more intelligent decision-making
• Realising greater sustainability outcomes
• Given the cost increases of these fuels reducing fuel
consumption is critical.

• Digital technologies have a key role to play
• Data driven actions and digital technologies can begin to
unlock efficiencies today
The right applications can leverage data to truly enhance
vessel performance, increase earnings and reduce CO2
emissions.

How can we utilize our own data
as a new competitive advantage?
• Data can be turned into a true commercial
differentiator and driver
• Advanced digital solutions can pay themselves
back extraordinarily quickly
• Fuel savings and increased earnings have the
same magnitude as some clean technologies
• Using existing data resources
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